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Foreword

I am delighted to introduce this volume edited by R.D.G. Leslie on the molecular pathogenesis of diabetes mellitus. This is the third volume in the series of Frontiers of Hormone Research since I became Editor-in-Chief, and this too follows in the general theme of the series. We have endeavoured to promote, and indeed continue to do so, the idea that our increased understanding of molecular pathways can directly impact on clinical medicine, specifically in the area of endocrinology. Of all clinical disciplines, endocrinology is one which I believe is most closely allied to basic biochemical and molecular sciences, and is one in which the development of ideas from laboratory bench
to clinical practice has been so rapid. It is therefore of particular importance that an understanding of molecular mechanisms becomes rapidly disseminated throughout endocrine and clinical practice, and this is the underlying concept behind the current series. Earlier volumes on the molecular biology of pituitary tumours and of development in pineal research have emphasised this theme, but this is probably nowhere more clearly important than in our understanding of diabetes mellitus. Of all endocrine disorders, this series of diseases has greater clinical impact and causes more suffering than any other. There have been remarkable advances in our understanding of the immunology of diabetes mellitus in recent years, and also of the structure and function of the insulin receptor and its signalling pathways. It therefore seems an entirely appropriate time in which to bring together a series of papers on the current state of understanding in the molecular pathogenesis of diabetes mellitus, and I am grateful to David Leslie, in particular, for persuading an international team of experts to review the present state of affairs. Already such basic research has had clinical impact, and a plethora of new therapies are under review; I am certain that, as we approach the next millennium, further basic research will make major inroads into the treatment of this common and devastating disorder.

A.B. Grossman
Department of Endocrinology
St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London
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